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Introduction
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I’ll swap you four grapes for one strawberry.
Or how about a slice of orange for a slice of banana?

Or…

How many Annual Reports equate to one Marketing 
Authorisation Application?

How many times have you been asked to predict Regulatory resource needs per 
product? Or needed a value-for-money judgement on a Regulatory outsourcing
program? Or considered whether a process improvement initiative has delivered
tangible results? Increasingly, we are being asked these questions, and often
we struggle to provide a data driven answer. 

If we cannot consistently and systematically equate the resource
needed for two different document types – how can we predict
resource needs in a department working with forty document types?

For many years Pharma and Biotech companies have been searching for ever
more accurate data for portfolio costs. Alongside this focus is a need to succeed
in a competitive environment and drive efficiency from individual departments.
Regulatory teams are not exempt and are under increasing pressures to:
measure performance, beat expectations and deliver greater value while
maintaining or even reducing costs. Recent years have also seen a rise in
outsourcing of Regulatory activity and the virtualisation of departments.
When taken together, there is now a compelling case for an objective means
of measuring and comparing Regulatory output. 

The challenge is the variety inherent in Regulatory activity. The same document
type but applied to two different products can require vastly different resource.
Different therapeutic areas may need to meet different regulations, leading to
a different suite of submission types, and the nature of legacy programs and
in-licencing deals may mean that even within a product portfolio, the effort
needed to perform a series of Regulatory activities for similar submission types
will vary significantly. Often we default to a cumulative count of documents or
submission types, but this is a very crude measure of output and is open to
misinterpretation. 

Kinapse propose that the solution is a framework for obtaining objective and
quantifiable data. A performance baseline should be generated, and past
and future performance can then be quantifiably assessed. Once you are
in a position to compare apples with apples, you can act on these data
- moving resource to the portfolios where it is most needed,
evaluating outsourcing contracts, and examining
process improvements.
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The financial challenges to Regulatory departments 
are not new. A Regulatory team adds value to an 
organisation by a variety of means, not least of 
which is driving greater revenue via new product 
introductions and the expansion of products into 
new territories. 

The challenges come from many sources, for 
example: 

- Portfolios changing rapidly following strategic 
acquisitions or divestments. 
-The pace of change in the Regulatory landscape. 

Regulatory teams need to maintain product 
licences and support the commercial viability of 
products, best achieved with a well-managed 
team and the product knowledge that it has 
developed.

The challenge is how to strike a balance between 
a team that is not excessively large and costly, and 
yet not so small that any increase in demand risks 
burnout. The ideal environment is one where 
individuals can enjoy a variety of tasks, see a path 
for career development, and see that resource is 
being managed to match demand with supply. 

The pressures on Regulatory departments

Do more with less

Or….

What’s the minimum size fruit bowl you need?
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Risks burnout of staff

Unable to quickly adapt
to growth

Personnel loss equates to
significant knowledge loss

Too Small Too Big

Expensive

Increased potential
for bureaucracy
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A Regulatory team can work across forty different 
submission types, and many of you will recognise 
this as a conservative estimate. All of these
submission types can be impacted by changes
in the Regulatory landscape, and in recent years 
there has been a gradual shift away from large 
numbers of simple variations, and towards a smaller 
volume of more complex variations / supplements, 

including larger safety / SPC variations where 
global changes often have different national 
requirements. 
A major challenge is the differing international 
approaches taken to address similar issues. 
There are areas of inconsistency, overlap, or 
the potential for gaps to be created, all of which 
adds to the complexity of submission activity.

The impact of a changing Regulatory landscape

You delivered 300 grapes last year, and this year you delivered
200 apples, so surely we can give you a smaller truck?

Or….

You did 300 Type I variations last year, and this year you 
only did 200 Type I variations and 50 Type II variations, 
so surely you need less resource?

Historic Regulatory Model
A common simple submission type

delivered to multiple parties

Current Regulatory Model
Submissions varying in type and complexity,

delivered as bespoke submissions
to individual parties

These shifts in document type and complexity 
may represent a significant resource challenge for 
an in-house team, but those managers delivering 
services via an outsourced partner can face a very 
different problem. How do you discuss resource 
needs in an ever changing environment?
While trust is an important element in any

client-vendor relationship, seeing any reduction
in submission volume can strain even the most
established partnership. In such a situation,
there are obvious questions to be asked…

Why do you need the same amount of resource? 
Can we not reduce the cost of your program?
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Objectively measuring Regulatory output is difficult

Do you weigh the fruit?

In the authors’ experience, some measure of
departmental output is in place across the majority 
of life science companies. However, the success
of such measures, and how they are being utilised, 
varies greatly. Few companies are measuring more 
than just the number of submissions, or number
of core submission packages – and even fewer
have a data-driven mechanism for assessing
Regulatory resource needs.

The principle challenge is the variety in Regulatory 
workload. A Regulatory department cannot be
likened to a tablet production line. The effort
needed for different Regulatory tasks can vary 
enormously, with single digit hours for a type I 
variation, and triple digit hours for a New Marketing 
Authorisation application. Even within a batch
of submissions of the same type, the variety
of effort needed can be huge. 

Below are just some examples of variables
that can impact the effort required for
a submission:

• Publishing format i.e. eCTD vs. NeeS, etc.
• Country specific submissions vs. core and

follow-on strategy
• Access to product information i.e. paper only,

vs. fully electronic.
• Late breaking changes in strategy, i.e. changes

resulting from supply chain/manufacturing input
• Number of changes requiring reference within

an AR, variation, etc.
• Number of individual requests within a health

agency query
• Number of hyperlinks and bookmarks within

published output
• Number of module sections within a variation

needing authoring and/or consolidation

The table overleaf discusses various strategies for matching Regulatory team numbers to the
expectations that are likely to be placed upon that department. Clearly, a balance must be struck
between obtaining meaningful data, used to drive decision making, and not making the data
collection and review so onerous that it distracts from the core activity of the department.
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Description Advantages Disadvantages
Option 1
Number of submissions A simple count of Easy to measure using Effort per document or

submissions to territories, validated submission document type is not
possibly combined with the tracking systems recognised
number of ‘core packages’

No tracking of trends in
year on year submission
types

A count of the yearly Easy to measure using Ability to spot trends
Option 2
Number of submissions, 
per submission type submissions, grouped validated submission in changes to submission

according to submission tracking systems. types
type

Effort per document or
document type is not
recognised

Option 3
Number of products A count of the number Easy to measure. Does Overly simplistic correlation

of products supported not require a submission with Regulatory activity,
by the Regulatory team management system. which does not account

for differing support for
therapeutic areas or
differing complexities
of submission type.

A count of the number of Easy to measure. Does Changes in Regulatory
product licences, divided by not require a submission environment cannot be

Option 4
Number of licences 
per Regulatory team 
member the number of Regulatory management system. modelled. Effort per product

team members, and /portfolio cannot be modelled
compared to ‘industry
norms’

A simple count of the If data is accurate, then Personnel tend to work on
Option 5 
Number of hours 
per submission team member on each this can build a thorough multiple documents at any

submission picture of department one time, hence it can be
effort. challenging to gather ‘exact’

information. Additional effort
is required to forecast based
on this data

See following section Possibility for forward Time & effort needed for
and backward looking set up
resource assessment,

Option 6
Develop a framework 
for standardising 
submission types 
and complexity possibility for product /

portfolio breakdown
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It is the authors’ opinion that the best method to 
define Regulatory output is to develop a framework 
based on time. More specifically a framework based 
on hours required for Regulatory tasks. One hour
of effort from a Regulatory team member carries 
associated direct costs of salary, bonus, etc. and 
indirect costs of office heating, lighting, IT support, 
etc. The challenges are how to record these hours 
without asking team members to contribute to an 
extremely granular and onerous timesheet system, 
and how to transform these from an effort-based 
input into a measure of output. 

The Kinapse answer is to develop a framework
that can quickly generate a score for a range
of Regulatory activities. Our experience is that

this scoring system provides the flexibility needed 
to cater for a range of document types and
complexities, using only a short pilot project to 
gather data. By building a scoring framework, 
managers can assess submission activity, process 
improvement activity, IT downtime, etc., and use
this information to respond to the pressures of
a changing environment.

In the following text we briefly describe the stages 
to building and operating this framework.
 
• Develop
• Baseline
• Collect data
• Act
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The Kinapse methodology for measuring Regulatory output

No more analogies with fruit salad!

Develop 

Baseline 

Act 

Collect data 
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The first step is to consider the breadth of activity 
that might consume Regulatory resource. In many 
cases, this will mean that some non-submission 
activities will need to be grouped together into
categories such as Process Improvements,
Ad hoc Reporting, etc. At this stage it is also
vital to consider aspects that will be a drain
on resource, for example IT issues, or perhaps
regular secondments to other departments.

Second is an assessment of the submission
types that the department is managing, and an 
estimation of the hours associated with the
phases of submission support:

• Total authoring time

• Total publishing time
• Total time required associated with

Regulatory affairs activity

Finally, a modifier is placed against each of
these phases to allow for complexity. For example,
an IND Annual Report could be considered to
be highly complex at the authoring stage, and
yet be a low complexity publish. The complexity 
modifier, alongside the base estimation of hours
persubmission type now becomes the
points-based framework.

A simple worked example, for a very small
Regulatory team, dealing with just one
submission type is displayed below.

1. Develop a framework for obtaining objective and quantifiable data

Submission Simple Moderate Complex
Type

Authoring Complexity Criteria
One change in the Less than 3 changes of Up to 5 changes in one
submission and readily Type IA category only, package of Type IA with

EU / ROW available supportive with some site regular discussions with
Type IA / IB information for discussions and project site, some project 
Variation or Type IA or 1B management required management and review
CBE0 / approval time management
USA region Publishing Complexity Criteria*
(1-2 volumes) 1. Number of documents 8-15 1. Number of documents 15 -40 1. Number of documents >40

2. Pages 100 2. Pages 100 200 2. Pages 200 above pages
3. Bookmarks 40 3. Bookmarks 100 3. Bookmarks >200
4. Linking 15 – 20 approx. 4. Linking 50 – 100 approx. 4. Linking >100 links

(significant number of links)
Associated Simple Moderate Complex
Scores
Associated
Authoring 24 30 39
Score 
Associated
Publishing 8 12 16
Score 
Associated First market (country specific): 4 points
Regulatory  • 2nd, 3rd and 4th market country specific: 2 points each
Affairs  Non country specific core: 2 points
Score  • Follow on cores: 1 point each

* Publishing complexity criteria has been simplified for the purposes of this example.
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Once an initial framework has been developed,
the next stage is to test it. Kinapse have found
that 6 months of submission type & complexity
data is the minimum dataset to adequately
test framework assumptions and generate a
performance baseline. Often, company timesheets 
can be used to support a period of more intense 
data collection or, if such a tool is not available,
then the framework can be challenged using
bespoke spreadsheets or business knowledge.

Any discrepancy in the reconciliation process
can be used to tweak the points that are assigned 
to each submission type. With pressures on
Regulatory teams to deliver process improvements, 
this phase of the process also establishes a

baseline against which future measurement
can be compared.

The table below displays a fictitious example
of a year of Regulatory activity in a very small
team. Alongside the framework in table 2, this 
demonstrates how the Kinapse process can
work across activities and submission types
to provide a measureable output from our
Regulatory team – in this case, our team has
a baseline performance of 209 points in a year.

By continuing to take this measurement year-on-
year, it is possible to see the impact of multiple 
factors on the output of the team.

2. Understand your performance baseline

Activity Number of Units Associated Points Score Total

 

 

 

 

 

Time spent on 
document process
improvement

  

 

24 + 8 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 36

30 + 8 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 44

39 + 12 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 61

1 low complexity authoring,
low complexity publish of a
non country specific core to 
1 territory and 2 follow 
on cores

1 moderate complexity
authoring, low complexity
publish of a non country
specific core to 1 territory 
and 4 follow on cores

1 high complexity authoring,
moderate complexity publish 
of a country specific core to 1
territory and 3 follow on 
country specific markets 

EU / ROW 
Type IA / IB
Variation

or CBE0 for 
USA region
(1-2 volumes)

18 hours 

50 hours 

18 

50 

Time lost due 
to IT issues

209 
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A fully tested and baselined framework is only
the start of the process. While there is no need
for team members to laboriously log each hour 
spent on a submission, it is essential that:

• Every submission is noted
• The submission type is referenced
• The complexity of each phase in the

submission is referenced

Ease of data entry is key to collecting this data. 
While the use of spreadsheets is a possibility, 
Kinapse recommend considering either bespoke 
data collection using a low-code tool such as MATS, 
or semi-automated data collection via a submission 
management tool such as Veeva Vault.

The result is often a fluctuating summary of
department output, such as shown in the
below chart.

3. Begin steady state data collection
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Chart 2: Example of month-by-month tracking of Regulatory output
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Recognising that measurement for its own sake 
helps no one, the most important aspect of this 
process is to act on the information. Perhaps one
of the greatest benefits of this process is to
allow teams to objectively measure the benefits
of process improvements. The return on investment
of a new document management system or
publishing tool can be understood against any
corresponding improvement in output. Likewise,
a change to the team structure i.e. a reduction
in staff, but increase in experience can now be 
objectively measured. 

Some examples of where Kinapse has been able
to use output data to support our clients are
listed adjacent:

• Recommending a split of resource such that
Regulatory staff are split across a portfolio
with the greatest numbers associated with
the products with a quantifiable greatest
demand for support

• Providing Regulatory department managers
with a data driven business case for
improvements to IT systems and tools

• Agreeing process changes to drive down
ad hoc requests and keep team members
focussed on ‘core’ department activities

The rise in Regulatory information management 
systems means that organisations are able call 
upon more portfolio data than ever before. When 
these data are twinned with a scoring system such 
as the one described here, forecasting can
become significantly more accurate.

4. Act on the information

Conclusion

Without a data driven process, how can you demonstrate the resource needs across
your portfolio?

Or how can you scale to meet new challenges?

Or how can you demonstrate that you are meeting the request to ‘deliver more’?

Experienced Regulatory professionals often rely on their judgement to decide if their
team is sufficient to meet the challenges set before them, but can you really reduce
staff or request extra resource based on gut feel?

Kinapse are supporting Regulatory program teams ranging in size from Specialty Pharma 
through to top tier Big Pharma. We have expertise in developing bespoke metrics for a range
of needs and would be pleased to work with you on this subject or related metric activities.
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About kinapse
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and operational services to the life sciences industries.
Our clients include many of the world’s leading
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Collaborating
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results
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